Abstract-We investigate how the flow of energy and the flow of jobs in a service system can be used to minimize the average response time to jobs that arrive according to random arrival processes at the servers. An interconnected system of workstations (WSs) and energy storage (ES) units that are fed with randomly arriving harvested energy is analyzed by means of the energy packet network (EPN) model. The system state is discretized and uses discrete units to represent the backlog of jobs at the WSs and the amount of energy that is available at the ES units. An energy packet (EP), which is the unit of energy, can be used to process one or more jobs at a WS, and an EP can also be expended to move a job from one WS to another one. The system is modeled as a probabilistic network that has a product-form solution for the equilibrium probability distribution of system state. The EPN model is used to solve two problems related to using the flow of energy and jobs in a multiserver system, so as to minimize the average response time experienced by the jobs that arrive at the system. Index Terms-Energy harvesting, energy packet network (EPN), G-networks, optimization, renewable energy.
I. INTRODUCTION
L ARGE numbers of heterogeneous digital devices and computer servers are being incorporated using the Internet of Things [1] - [5] to manage cities and various service activities [6] , including environmental monitoring, health, security, vehicles, emergency evacuation, and smart grids [7] - [9] . Such systems must operate autonomously over long time spans and can benefit from energy harvesting from renewable energy sources, such as wind, liquid flows, photovoltaic, and ambient electromagnetic fields. In addition, such systems need energy storage (ES) to be able to smooth the effects over time of the intermittent sources of renewable energy [10] - [12] . Thus, there has been considerable interest in understanding how harvested energy can be used to optimize the consumption of energy and quality of service (QoS) of communication systems [13] - [15] . A framework of energy cooperation sharing in communication networks with energy harvesting was discussed in [16] , while energy harvesting in a two-user cooperative Gaussian multiple access channel was considered in [17] . Some of the work until 2015 was reviewed in [18] , regarding energy harvesting wireless communications and energy transfer from the perspective of communication and information theory. A queuing model of an energy efficient base station was presented in [19] . Sharing of power from a common rechargeable battery for different wireless channels was considered in [20] . Since the sustainability of information and computer technology improves with energy saving techniques [21] , [22] , much work was devoted to communication networks that manage energy consumption while meeting or optimizing QoS [23] , [24] . Optimal routing policies for energy savings [25] , [26] , and optimal scheduling of data transmission for energy usage optimization [27] have also been studied. Energy efficient cloud servers and data centers are also very important [28] , [29] .
Motivated by these considerations, recent work has developed the energy packet network (EPN) paradigm [30] - [32] , which is a discrete state-space modeling framework based on G-networks [33] , which have a broad range of applications [34] , [35] and can be used for evaluating both performance and energy consumption in a system where computer jobs, data in the form of packets, and energy represented by energy packets (EPs), interact in a complex, interconnected computer-communication system. This approach uses queuing theory, so that the joint behavior of discretized energy flows and the flows of computer jobs and data are analyzed within a single model. It was recently used for the analysis of the backhaul of mobile networks operating with intermittent renewable energy [36] . In previous work [37] - [39] optimization algorithms were developed on the basis of queuing networks, to dispatch network packets and minimize composite cost functions combining overall network energy consumption and QoS. The use of a central energy store (ES) was compared with a distributed storage facility in [40] with regard to overall efficiency, while a utility function, which combines throughput and the probability that the system does not run out of energy, was used in [41] for system optimization. The EPN model has also recently generated further interest [32] , [42] , [43] to optimize sensor networks and computer systems that operate with harvested energy.
A new product-form solution (PFS) (distinct from Gnetworks) was derived in [44] for a tandem network of N nodes using harvested energy stored in batteries; this analytical approach was initiated in [45] for single-node systems and developed in [46] for two-node systems. In addition, the work in [44] only applies to tandem networks (while in this paper we consider more general network structures) and furthermore [44] assumes that one EP can only serve to process exactly one job, while this paper discusses the case where one EP processes a batch of jobs.
Another work (also unrelated to G-networks) has proposed a practical hardware based design for switching and forwarding power and data simultaneously in a "power packet" system, which can be implemented on indoor power lines as well as on computer boards and chips [47] , [48] .
Here, we consider servers or workstations (WSs) that are powered by a battery or an ES, which is charged from a source of intermittent energy such as wind or photovoltaic. Energy leakage can also occur from an ES. Energy is represented by discretized EPs, and one EP is the smallest amount of energy represented in the system.
Thus, an EP is a basic unit of energy (for instance 100 W-s or 100 J), which is common to the system as a whole. With one EP we assume that a WS can execute one or more jobs. Thus, if a WS is more energy efficient, it will execute more jobs with a single EP. A WS (i.e., computer) that is more energy efficient will execute more jobs on average with a single EP. These assumptions generalize earlier work [41] where an EP was used to process a single job. On the other hand, this paper does not address the synchronization or dependencies between jobs in different WSs, as would occur when multiple jobs on different servers may be updating a shared set of data [49] .
Specifically, we address the following two relevant problems of practical interest.
1) In Problem 1, we assume that EPs cannot be moved from one ES to another. Similarly, we assume that jobs cannot be moved from one WS to another. The system as a whole receives a total fixed power rate, expressed in EPs per second. Each single ES i is assigned to feed energy to a specific WS i where i = 1, . . . , N; however, energy leakage can also occur from each ES. We are given the probability distribution of the number of jobs that a single EP can process at each given WS, and this distribution may differ at different WSs. The problem we solve is to select the fraction of power that is sent to each of the ESs so as to minimize the overall average response time R of the jobs in the system. If we denote by w i (in 1/s) the maximum rate at which ES i feeds energy to WS i, then the peak power consumption of WS i is obviously also w i EPs/s. 2) In Problem 2, again we have N ESs, each of which is allocated to its corresponding WS. We assume that EPs are allocated at a fixed rate to each ES. With probability D i , we move a job that is at the head of the WS queue at node i, and if the job is moved it enters the queue at WS j with probability M ij . The corresponding probability matrix is
If a job is moved, then just moving it will consume one EP. Thus, the second problem considered is to select vector D = (D 1 , . . . , D N ) so as to minimize R. Basically, this means that we are deciding whether to move a job or not from any of the WS i so as to reduce the workload at WS i and increase it at WS j, knowing that moving it will itself consume one EP at WS i, which then cannot be used to process another job. On the other hand, with probability (1 − D i ) the decision will be to execute jobs locally rather than to move a job, in which case (as in Problem 1) a batch of jobs will be executed at WS i.
To solve these problems, we use the EPN model with time independent or stationary parameters, and we solve it in steady state.
Because the energy sources are time varying, one can ask whether a stationary model is useful. In fact, the time variations in energy harvesting, for photovoltaic or wind, would be in the tens of minutes, half-hour to hour (time of day) range. On the other hand, our model deals with millisecond up to tens of seconds time constants, which concern the execution times of computer programs. Thus, during the execution of hundreds to thousands of consecutive computer programs, the energy flow parameters will not change significantly, which is why we are justified in using a stationary model and in computing steadystate values. Therefore, over the longer time range, the optimizations described in this paper can be applied for different time-of-day effects, and the optimal parameters would be recomputed each time the energy flow parameters change.
Since in this paper one EP can be used to execute one or more jobs, the size of an EP has been chosen to be quite large. We could have also selected a "dual model" where one job is executed with one or more EPs, which would have been justified if an EP is a small unit of energy. The EPN paradigm admits both approaches, and in both the cases we can exploit the theory of G-Networks. However, in this paper we have just taken one of these two approaches, i.e., one EP is used to execute one or more jobs.
In the sequel, Section II summarizes some of the properties of G-Networks and shows how the EPN model is based on such models. The EPN model parameters are detailed in Section III. In Sections IV and V, we solve two optimization problems related to the allocation of jobs to different WSs based on their energy efficiency and the availability of energy, and we provide illustrative examples. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. EPN AND ITS G-NETWORK REPRESENTATION
The EPN system considered is schematically presented in Fig. 1 . Jobs that must be executed in the system are modeled as ordinary customers in a queuing network. They arrive at one of the N WSs, say WS i, at a rate of λ i jobs/s. Each WS is represented as a queue containing job. Jobs first arrive at a given WS i; each WS i has an ES battery denoted by ES i, and there are a total of N ESs. EPs arrive from an external intermittent energy source at rate γ i EPs/s to ES i, which can be viewed as a "queue of EPs."
As shown in Fig. 1 , in the EPN model, the EPs in ES i either can be forwarded to the corresponding WS i on demand with probability d i , or moved to another ES node j with probability P ij to balance the energy distribution. However, in the sequel, we assume that d i = 1. The jobs in WS i can be processed locally with probability D i or forwarded to some other WS j with probability M ij for further steps of execution. In this figure, w i is the rate at which EPs are forwarded from ES i to one of the WSs. On the other hand, δ i is the loss rate of energy (i.e., leakage) from ES i.
We denote the number of jobs at WS i by K i (t), while L i (t) denotes the number of EPs at ES i, at time t. We assume that , and jobs are accumulated in the WSs (green). The EPs in ES i either can be forwarded to the corresponding WS i on demand with probability d i , or moved to another ES node j with probability P ij to balance the energy distribution. The jobs in WS i can be processed locally with probability D i or forwarded to some other WS j with probability M ij for further steps of execution. In this figure, w i is the rate at which EPs are forwarded from ES i to one of the WSs. On the other hand, δ i is the loss rate of energy (i.e., leakage) from ES i. i , we will have one less EP at ES i because of energy leakage. The successive EP leakage times for the ith ES are modeled as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables having a common exponential distribution with parameter δ i ; b) or ES i will forward one EP at rate w i to WS i. A more general scheme is described in Fig. 1 where EPs are allowed to move between ESs. 2) Each EP is used locally by WS i as follows: a) with probability 1 ≥ D i ≥ 0, one EP will be expended to serve a batch of up to B i jobs at WS i.
both the WS queues, and the ES queues (i.e., batteries) are unbounded, i.e., of infinite capacity. EPs at ES
jobs in one step and after the service we end up with
Since each job may have different energy requirements at WS i, we assume that the number of jobs that can be processed with a single EP at WS i is a random variable; b) since our purpose is to model different WSs that have different levels of energy efficiency, a single EP is used to process one or more jobs, if there are jobs waiting in the WS queue; c) with probability 1 − D i , if K i (t) > 0, one EP will be used to serve just one job, and then forward that job to another WS j according to the transition
As a result, we will have
an EP arrives at a WS i and K i (t) = 0, then the EP will just be expended to keep the WS in working order (i.e., to keep it on), and no jobs will be processed or moved. Thus, if d i = 1 and D i = 1, then the EPs at each ES i are only used locally to process the jobs at WS i, and keep WS i "ON" when there are no jobs to process.
A. G-Network Model
The EPN model discussed above is a special case of a family of queuing networks known as G-Networks, which were developed starting around 1990 [50] , continuously over the years [51] including models for system security [52] , to date [53] - [55] . A remarkable and useful property of a G-Network is the "PFS," which we recall at the end of this section and use to analyze the EPN.
The queuing model we discuss here corresponds to a multiclass G-Network with batch removal and multiple classes of customers [56] , [57] . It is an open network containing a finite number v of queues or service stations, in which customers circulate. These customers can belong to one of C classes, so that each customer class can have different arrival rates to the network and can also have different routing probabilities within the network. Each of the C classes can contain customers of three types. These types are the "positive." "negative" and "triggers." Other types of customers that were developed more recently, e.g., "resets" [58] and "adders," are not used in this paper.
Positive customers are the normal queuing network customers, which request and obtain service at the queues. They belong to one of the C classes. We denote by κ c,i (t) the number of positive customers of class c at node i at time t. The total number of positive customers at node i at time t is denoted
At all of the v queues, positive customers have i.i.d. exponential service times of rates r(1), . . . , r(v), which are assumed in this paper to be identical for all classes of customers. After completing service and leaving a node i, a positive customer of class c can become as follows:
1) a positive customer of class c at node j with probability Π + c,i,c ,j , and we denote the corresponding transition probability matrix as
or 2) the positive customer can leave the network with probability l c,i ; or 3) it can change into a negative customer of class c and join node j with probability Π − c,i,c ,j , in which case it will remove, or "instantaneously serve," a batch of positive customers of class c , and the batch is of maximum size B c ,j at queue j. For the purpose of this paper, we assume that the probability distribution of batch size B c ,j does not depend on class c , so that B c ,j is a random variable with the following probability distribution:
Thus, if the negative customer of class c at node i then arrives to queue j as a class c customer at time t, then a total of max [κ c ,j (t), B c ,j ] positive customers of class c will be instantaneously removed from the queue at j so that κ c ,j (t + ) = 0 if B c ,j ≥ κ c ,j (t), and κ c ,j (t + ) = κ c ,j − B c ,j if B c ,j < κ c ,j (t). Furthermore, the negative customer disappears at time t + after it has had its effect on the queue. Also, if κ c ,j (t) = 0, then the negative customer itself disappears, and no customer is removed from queue j; 4) finally, the positive customer of class c leaving queue i can become a "trigger" of class c at queue j with probability Π T c,i,c ,j , in which case it will move a class c customer from queue j to queue l, and that customer becomes a class c customer at queue l, with probability Q c ,j,c ,l ≥ 0. If queue j does not contain a class c customer when the trigger arrives to queue j, then no customer is transferred from j to l, and the trigger disappears; 5) the effect of a negative customer and of a trigger are instantaneous: They occur in zero time; i.e., a negative customer or trigger arriving to a queue at time t will modify the queue's state at time t + . Furthermore, both a negative customer and a trigger will themselves disappear after they have visited a queue; 6) queues also have external positive-, negative-, and triggertype customer arrivals at rates λ Furthermore, externally arriving customers will have exactly the same effect at a queue as the ones that arrive from another queue; 7) positive customers at WS i have service times, which are mutually independent and exponentially distributed with rate r(i); note that the service rate is same for any class c. For all (c, i), the probabilities introduced above will satisfy the following: 
With these assumptions, the following result follows from the previously conducted work in [56] and [57] :
the following result holds:
Directly following from the above PFS (7), we can see that the marginal queue length probability distribution for any queue j is given by
III. EPN AS A G-NETWORK AND ITS OPTIMIZATION
We now refer to the EPN of Fig. 1 and to the discussion in Sections II and II-A. The EPN in Fig. 1 can be Specifically, with regard to the notation in Section II and Section II-A, we have 1) The network has C = 2, i.e., two classes of customers: Class 1 refers to the jobs to be executed in the WSs. Class 2 refers to the EPs. 2) Note that negative customers and triggers cannot arrive at any of the queues from the outside world, i.e., λ is the probability that an EP is leaked out of ES i rather than being forwarded to WS i.
10) EPs that leave ES (queue) j = N + i and arrives at WS i,
with i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, becomes either negative customers (serving a batch of jobs) or triggers (moving a job to another queue), with probability d j . 
A. PFS for the EPN Model
Because the EPN model we have described is a special case of a G-Network with two classes of customers, namely jobs for Class 1, and EPs for Class 2, we can directly apply the PFS of (7). For this case, i.e., where we model an EPN, each of the queues is either a WS or an ES. WSs only contain Class 1 customers, and ESs only contain Class 2 customers.
Here, v of (7) has value v = 2N , and queues 1, . . . , N are WSs, while the queues N + 1, . . . , 2N are the ESs.
As a consequence, the value q * i of (7) is given by
If (9) and (10) 
B. Cost Function, Parameters, and Optimization
Here, we will address two related optimization problems, which are outlined below. The objective is to minimize the average response time for jobs that come into the system, where the jobs arrive from the outside world to WS i at a given rate λ i . Furthermore, the total arrival rate of EPs is fixed at some value γ, and each of the ESs has a transfer rate of EPs to the corresponding WS given by WS i and a local energy leakage rate δ i , for i = 1, . . . , N. Note that the transfer times for EPs from ESs to the corresponding WS are i.i.d. and exponentially distributed random variables with parameter WS i. Similarly, the successive leakage times for the EPs in the ith ES are also i.i.d. and exponentially distributed with parameter δ i .
To simplify the analysis, we make an assumption regarding the probability distribution π i (s). Specifically, we assume that
The average of the maximum number of jobs that can be processed by a single EP at WS i is
Although this geometric assumption regarding the probability of the number of jobs being serviced by a single EP is convenient for computational purposes, analytical results can also be obtained for general distributions when q 1,i are quite large and, hence, close to one for a heavily loaded system, or very small and close to zero for a lightly loaded system.
1) Problem 1:
Consider the case where the EPs cannot move between ESs so that P j i = 0 and d i = 1. Also, assume that jobs cannot be moved between WSs, i.e., D i = 1. In this case, assume that the total renewable energy flow into WS i is γ i = p i .γ.
The cost function that needs to be minimized represents the overall average job response time as follows:
Regarding (9) and (10) with the specific restrictions for this case
Furthermore, there is only one class of customers (the computer jobs) at WSs, i.e., queues 1, . . . , N, and similarly just one class of customers (the EPs) at the ESs, i.e., queues N + 1, . . . , 2N ; we can write: q * i = q 1,i and q * i+N = q 2,i+N for i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Problem 1: is then to choose p = (p 1 , . . . , p N ) so as to minimize R for a given value of γ and for given energy leakage rate δ i at each ES i.
2) Problem 2:
In the second problem, we assume that d i = 1, i = 1, . . . , N so that EPs stay in the same ES unit where they have been initially allocated. However, in Problem 2, we do allow jobs to be moved between WSs, and their movement is specified via a fixed probability matrix M = [M ij ], where M ij is the probability that a job that is currently at WS i is moved for execution to WS j.
Recall that D i is the probability that at station i the job at the head of the queue is allowed to move to station j with probability M ij . Note that in this case, because the jobs do move, the average response time R will be based on the total effective arrival rate of jobs to each WS, including the jobs arriving from other WSs. Thus, Problem 2: is to find the value of D = (D 1 , . . . , D N ) that minimizes R, i.e., the overall average response time of jobs, for a given fixed movement matrix M.
IV. ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM 1
Using the Little's Formula we write
where
Substituting (19) into the cost function R, we obtain
denotes the energy efficiency with regard to the leakage of the ith ES node. Choosing p i ≥ 0 so as to minimize R is an optimization problem subject to constraint N i=i p i = 1. Therefore, we use Lagrange multipliers with the following Lagrangian:
Here, the Lagrange multiplier β is a real number.
is a local solution of the optimization problem. Then, the necessary Kuhn-Tucker conditions are
and
where p * is a regular point for the constraint. Solving for (23), we know that
must hold. Then, rearranging (25), the solution p * i is
Moreover, the second necessary condition
also must hold. Solving (26) and (27) simultaneously, we obtain the following:
The optimal solution to Problem 1 is given by However, the sufficient condition that there exists an optimum solution p * also needs to be examined. To guarantee the existence of the strict constrained local minimum, Hessian ∇ pp L must be positive definite. Notice that ∇ pp L is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries
Thus, the sufficient condition holds if inequality
is satisfied for all i = 1, . . . , N. Substituting p * i into (30), we see that the inequality is equivalent to the following expression.
Result 3: The necessary condition for the optimal solution of Result 2 is given by
This condition is physically meaningful since it implies that the total rate of harvested EPs has to be sufficiently large so as to provide enough energy to power all the WSs, despite the energy leakage that also will occur at each ES. Note from (14) 
is the inverse of the average of the maximum number of jobs that WS i can process with a single EP.
A. Example
In order to illustrate the analytically obtained optimal solution of Problem 1, we will consider a numerical example with three pairs of WS and ES nodes and the parameters shown in Table I .
We first examine the sufficient condition with respect to (30) 
V. ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM 2
Here, as before, EPs from ES i are only consumed at WS i. Furthermore, from (9) and (10), we obtain the steady-state probabilities q 1,i of the WS queues being nonempty, as well as the probabilities q 2,i of the ESs being nonempty, as follows:
and we have used
Note that by using the Little's Formula, we again have
but of course q 1,i will be different. The following partial derivatives with respect to D k , k = 1, . . . , N will, therefore, be needed:
Note that
Rearranging (37), we have
Let us use the conventional notation diag(x 1 , . . . , x N ) for the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries of (x 1 , . . . , x N ).
Furthermore, we define the following matrices: 1 w 1 q 1,1 , . . . , q 2,N w N q 1,N ) .
Using the above notation, by augmenting scalars ∂q 1,i /∂D k and dD i /dD k into a vector representation as follows:
we obtain
Moreover, define J R = ∇ q 1 R as the gradient of R with respect to the elements of vector q 1 , or as follows:
which is a 1 × N Jacobian matrix. By the chain rule, the gradient of the average response time, R, with respect to D k is
Since R is continuous and differentiable, gradient descent is useful for this optimization problem. At a given operation point X R = (γ, w, δ, u, λ, M), the gradient descent algorithm at its mth computational step is
where α > 0 is the rate of descent. The steps of the gradient algorithm are as follows: 1) initialize vector D and choose α; 2) solve the nonlinear equations given in (32) and (33) to yield steady-state utilizations q 1,i and q 2,i ; 3) calculate the partial derivatives as given by (43); 4) update the control parameter D i using (44); 5) go to the Step 2 (above) until a sufficient number of iterations have been made, so that the difference between the absolute difference in the values of R in successive iterations is smaller than a preset value > 0. Note that in practice, this approach can also be used to apply gradual optimization of the system, since D i are progressively modified, while the system may operate normally and slowly shifts toward the optimum.
A. Example
In order to illustrate the type of system that can be optimized, we consider a remote sensing station, which is powered by energy harvesting devices with three ES nodes, each of which powers a specific WS node, as shown in Fig. 4 in which ES i forwards EPs to WS i. For instance: 1) WS 1 is a server for the main sensor (e.g., a radar), with a local arrival rate λ 1 of jobs; 2) WS 2 is a communication device, which is used to link the remote sensing location with the outside world, with an arrival rate of jobs λ 2 ; 3) WS 3 is a monitoring server, which processes sensor data for environmental data or security, with an arrival rate of jobs λ 3 . The EPs stay in the ES where they were initially stored. However, jobs are moved between the WSs to minimize the average time response time. Parameters are as shown in Table II , 
When we apply the gradient descent algorithm with initial value D = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5), after 100 iterations we are close to the optimal value, D * = (0.822, 0.673, 0.712), and R is reduced from 636.9 to 86.9 ms, as shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have considered an EPN model representing a system where jobs can be moved between WSs, while EPs arrive at a WS from the ES directly associated with the WS. We have considered the case where the number of jobs serviced by a single EP is represented by a probability distribution. We also assume that each ES is subject to the loss of energy through leakage. Each WS may consume a different amount of energy per job that is processed, with respect to other WSs. We also assume that the WSs will consume energy even when they are idle. utilizations q 1 , 1 , q 1 , 2 , and q 1 , 3 during the gradient descent. The system remains stable since these values remain between 0 and 1.
We have first considered the case where neither jobs nor EPs can be moved, so that each WS executes locally the jobs that it receives, using energy from its own ES. In this case, we have considered how a common flow of EPs generated from a renewable energy source, should be distributed optimally among the ESs so that the average response time to the jobs can be minimized. This problem has been solved analytically for a special class of probability distributions for the number of jobs processed with one EP.
Then, with the same cost function to be minimized, we have considered the case where jobs can be moved among WSs, according to a given probability transition matrix, but each station can decide whether to move a job or not on the basis of the local decision probability D i at WS i. In this case, again EPs that are allocated to a given ES are either consumed by the local WS or they are lost through leakage. Here, the optimization problem is to select the decision to move a job or not from a station where it is in queue to another station using the vector D = (D 1 , . . . , D N ) . In this case, the solution is provided using a gradient descent algorithm of computational complexity O(N 3 ). For both the problems, we have provided a numerical example to illustrate the results.
Future work will investigate the minimization of a cost function that combines the average response time of jobs, and the energy wastage through leakage or due to idle WSs that consume energy even when they do not process jobs.
